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PRODUCTIVITY ROAD TEST: CLOUD COMPUTING

Sky’s the limit for your data
Several easy and cheap
options are available to
ensure the protection
of your computer files,
writes Sue White.

W

hen it comes to backing up
data . . . oh, sorry, did you
drift off? So boring is the
business of backup, I’ve eschewed
formal systems and instead cobbled
together a three-part solution you
might like to try.
If working on a document
remotely, email it to yourself after
each key draft. To really commit to
robust backup, scrabble around in
the bottom of your handbag for a
USB and copy each draft to that as
well. Finally, send daily prayers to
the universe that no one steals your
master computer on the same day
Gmail goes down.
Foolproof.
Like visits to the dentist and pap
smears, backing up data is
something that sounds like a nobrainer, but can easily slip one’s
mind for surprisingly long periods.
That is, until cloud computing
arrived. With cloud computing, an
entire hard drive can be
automatically backed up to a hightech environment I like to think of as,
‘‘some unspecified location not in my
office’’. Yes, once you set up your
cloud-based system, files magically
sync themselves to a third-party
server without any intervention
from the time-poor professional.
There are various systems, most
of which offer a small amount of
space for free. ‘‘Heavy users’’ (also
known as people who want to back
up more than a couple of gigs worth
of documents) will find themselves
paying. But at about $10 a month, the
price is well worth it.
Dropbox is the most popular
cloud-based storage. But for reasons
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I can no longer explain beyond,
‘‘someone I trust once
recommended SugarSync,’’ I use
that service instead.
Turns out, I can’t imagine
working without it. Using
SugarSync, I can now access my files
from anywhere – an option it turns
out is far handier than you’d imagine
when you’re desk-bound. I can give
selected people access to particular
folders if I choose and, best of all, if
my computer becomes the victim of
a crime – whether it be physical theft
or a small child’s exploding sippy cup
– my files remain intact. Of course,
there are downsides. The initial sync
can take a while (it took days to sync
my 30 gigs of documents across

multiple devices), and while cloudbased systems pose a global
solution, when it comes to
troubleshooting, problems can feel
decidedly local.
Although SugarSync helpfully
provides a chat service via its help
desk, this only operates during the
civilised hours of 7.30am to 4.30pm,
Monday to Friday. That’s US time,
of course.
In Australia, this means my
technical troubleshooting has to be
over by about 9am. The irony is that
while Pavan, Gunjan, and I have held
a number of successful problemsolving chats in the wee hours,
I suspect none of us are based in the
land of the free. Sometimes I feel like

saying, ‘‘Look, it’s 6am for me in
Australia, and no doubt Bangalore
time is even more horrendous; shall
we just screw the US time zone thing
and pick this up at a more civilised
hour?’’ Of course, we can’t.
But there are other upsides. I may
not have superannuation or dental
care under control, but thanks to the
cloud, I’ve stopped worrying about
backup. And I no longer fear
sippy cups.
Sue White is a journalist focused
on productivity, working
sustainably, and never thinking
about tasks as boring as
computer backup. Follow
@suewhitewriter
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Courses can help
you lead the race
One of my own career learnings is
that it is more important to be
employable than employed. Being
employed is transitory and could
end tomorrow. However, if you
remain attractive to employers
because of the breadth and depth of
your skills, expertise and personal
qualities, you will always find
employers interested in hiring you.
The key to your employability is to
take responsibility for continuously
upskilling yourself in tandem with
the direction of your career. Not
only will you enhance the number of
opportunities coming your way but
you will find that at the right time
employers will pay a premium for
your additional expertise.
A continuous program of
upskilling involves extending your
skills and expertise by undertaking
short and long courses on subject
matters that are relevant and
interest you. Popular areas of
interest are courses related to using
social media in marketing and
branding, developing management
and leadership skills, and strategies
on improving communication skills.
A recent example highlights the
importance of upskilling. I was
helping a mature-aged job seeker
who was finding it difficult to secure
work despite an impressive array of
skills and experience. He then
completed, with certification, twoday courses in project management
and business analysis, and reshaped
his proposition to employers.
Almost immediately he found a
project-management interim role
because he was able to demonstrate
expertise that was relevant to his
new employer. This reinforces a
side-effect to upskilling; it sends a
message that you are motivated,
which can differentiate you from
others in a competitive market.
Paul Lyons is managing director of
recruitment company Ambition.
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